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Abstract
Based on the Lagrange series interpolation, the Finite Block Petrov-Galerkin Method (FBPGM) has been developed to the non-linear analysis of Reissner plate theory with Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs). By introducing the mapping technique, a quadratic type block is mapped into a normalized domain with 8 seeds. Then the domain nodes distribution can be determined by using shape functions. The load incremental technique and displacement control scheme are adopted to solve nonlinear problems including large deformation and post buckling of plates under pressure load and in-plane compressive forces. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of proposed method in comparing with the Boundary Element Method (BEM), point collocation method (PCM) and Finite Element Method (FEM). 
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	Functional Graded Materials are widely used in engineering nowadays in which some particular physical properties are changing with dimensions. The variation of the material properties can be pre-determined by controlling the spatial distribution of the composition and the volume fraction of their constituents (Suresh and Mortensen, 1998; Miyamoto et al 1999). There are many instances where composite materials are loaded in compression and whilst the buckling behaviors are not well defined. In addition, production processes may lead to imperfections in the composite panels which have a poorly understood influence on buckling stability for the functional graded/composite materials. The instability of structural parts subjected to compressive loading may be regarded as a mode of failure due to the excessive deformation and distortion of structure. This mode of failure is termed buckling and is prevalent in plate structures for which the transverse dimension (thickness) is small compared with the overall length. Modern aircraft structures consist of thin sheets attached to slender stiffeners. Buckling of these lightweight members can occur at stresses well below the elastic limit. Predicting the resistance to buckling of compression and shear members is a critical part of the structural design processes. As closed form solutions for the critical load can be found only for the simplest case of plates with regular shapes such as rectangular plate and circular plate, the numerical methods are required to deal with general engineering problems. Very few analytical solutions are available in the text book which can be used as benchmarks. Numerical techniques are available for solving differential equations, which include the Finite Difference Method (FDM), Finite Element Method, Boundary Element Method and meshless methods. 
	The application of the boundary integral equation method for a thin plate bending was demonstrated by Jaswon et al (1967). Then the development of direct boundary element formulation for the Kirchhoff plate theory was carried out by Forbes and Robinson (1969), followed by Bezine (1978), Stern (1979) and Tottenham (1979). The fundamental solutions of the Reissner plates were reported by Vander Weeën (1982). Karam and Telles (1988) extended Vader Weeën’s formulation to account for infinite regions and also reported that Reissner plate model was suitable for both thin and thick plates. Fadhil and El-Zafrany (1994) proposed an alternative BEM formulation for thick plate resting on Pasternak foundation. Rashed et al (1998) presented displacement and traction boundary integral formulations for shear deformable plates resting on Winkler foundations. Wen et al (1999) demonstrated that domain integrals for the shear deformation plates can be transformed to boundary integrals, hence resulting in a boundary only formulation. In addition, Wen et al (2006) presented a boundary element formulation for the large deformation and post buckling analysis with Reissner plate theory. Recent advances in BEM formulation for plate bending problems can be found in Beskos (1991) and Aliabadi (1998).		
	Meshless methods for solving differential equations have become a promising alternative to the finite element and boundary element methods and received much attention since Nayroles et al (1992) proposed the diffuse element method. Later, Belyschko et al (1994) and Liu et al (1995) proposed element-free Galerkin method and reproducing kernel particle methods, respectively. Recently, Atluri (2004) presented a family of meshless methods based on the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin formulation (MLPGs) for arbitrary partial differential equations with moving least-square (MLS) approximation. The Local Boundary Integral Equation method (LBIE) with MLS and polynomial radial function has been developed by Sladek et al (2003a,2003b) for the boundary value problems in anisotropic non-homogeneous media. Wen and Hon (2007) extended the application of PCM successfully to nonlinear analysis for Reissner plate. Recently, the Finite Block Method (FBM) in strong form is proposed by Wen et al (2014) and Li et al (2014) to solve both elasticity and transient heat conduction problems for FGMs structures. In this paper authors have developed the finite block Petrov-Galerkin method with mapping technique by the use of two-dimensional Lagrange series for nonlinear and post buckling analysis with Reissner plate theory. Coupling nonlinear effects of in-plane stress and plate bending deflection are treated as body forces in governing equations. With the quadratic type of block, the first order partial differentials in physical domain are formulated with Lagrange series in the normalized domain. A set of nonlinear equations form governing equations is derived in weak form and the load incremental and displacement control algorithms are adopted. Four examples are presented and comparisons are made to show the accuracy/divergence of proposed method with PCM and FEM. The large deformation analyses are presented in the first three examples and free parameters such as the side of local integral domain and number density of node are observed. By the use of compressive load and displacement controls, the post buckling analysis with different imperfections  are given in the final example. 

2.	Block with Lagrange interpolation




It guarantees that the displacements for two dimensional elasticity are continuous on the interface between the two blocks. Then the coordinate transform (mapping) can be written as
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Therefore, the partial differentials can be obtained from Eq.(3) 
						(10)
where  and J are given in Eq.(4),  andare first order of partial differentials respects to coordinate x and y respectively.
3.	Governing equations for FGM plates
Consider a flat plate of constant thickness h with domain enclosed with boundary  subjected to transverse load . On the neutral plane of the plate , on which the normal bending stress is zero, the in-plane strains of two-dimensional elasticity can be written as
,									    	 		(11)
where subscripts (l) and (n) denote the linear and nonlinear contributions which are defined as
	,     											    			 (12)
for linearity and 
	,										     			(13)
for nonlinearity, where and are displacements in neutral plane and w is deflection of plate. Consider a FGMs plate of uniform thickness , the displacements in space are assumed as 
	,													(14)
where are rotations. Therefore, the strains are given from Eq.(14) as
						(15)
For plane stress state of orthotropic materials linearity, we have the Hook’s law in matrix form
		,																				(16)
where material coefficient matrix (orthotropic media)
	,													(17)
in which ,  and  are the Young’s moduli referring to the axes x and y respectively. ,  and  are shear moduli and  are Poisson’s ratios. With regarding to functionally graded materials, there are two variation assumptions. The first assumption is that the material properties are graded along the plate thickness except the Poisson ratios as
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and second assumption is 
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It results the location of the neutral plane as
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for the first assumption in Eq.(18), and 
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for the second assumption in Eq.(19), where. It is clear that the neutral plane is not the middle plane  of the plate except. 
	New coordinate system is established on the neutral plane as shown in Figure 1, i.e. , and the internal bending moments, shear forces and in-plane forces are defined as
	,   and  ,							(23)




for in-place elasticity and 
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where ,are in-plane body forces,  nonlinear terms
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where  is a test function and large than zero in the local integral domain. By the divergence theorem, Eq.(30) can be rewritten in a weak form as
	,			          						(31a)	,										(31b)
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where  are components of normal outward to the boundary  of the integral domain . The simplest choice of the test function is selected as a unit step function in each local integral domain as follows 
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For the sake of simplicity, the integral area in the mapping domain is selected as a circle of radius R centred at point  which corresponds to the point in physical domain. Therefore, the coordinates of local integral boundary  in the mapping domain shown in Figure 3 are 
   																(34)
and the coordinate 
.														(35)
The components of the segment are
								(36)
Thus the segments in two space are  
	. 												(37)
and the tangential at point in the practical domain is obtained by
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and the components of normal outward to the boundary in Eq.(33) are
 	. 															(39)






where Jacob coefficient, and are shape function in Eq.(5) and its partial differentials in Eq.(10).
4.	Load and displacement incremental algorithms
	As all integral functions in Eq.(40) are regular and any standard Gaussian integral formula are available over above integrals. Eq.(33) can be written in the form of summation as following, for each collocation point (), as
					(41a)




where and are shape functions and its partial differentials at Gaussian integral points ,  are components of normal on the local integral boundary  as shown in Figure 3(b) and are given in Eq.(39), is Gaussian integral coefficient, new Jacobi   and is the area of integral arear centered at point . Finally, the system equations Eq.(41) for domain collocation points can be arranged in matrix form as
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For example, for clamped boundary conditions, we have
	.																		(45)
For traction boundary conditions, the equations introduced in the system equations are
															(46)
where vector  indicates the given boundary traction/moment/shear force.  However, for the nodes collocated on the interface between two blocks, we need to consider the connection of deformation and five equilibrium equations, i.e.  and . Although we have the same number of governing equations in weak form in domain plus boundary conditions and the same number of displacements/rotations, we are not able to determine the same number of unknowns  due to nonlinearity. To solve the nonlinear system, the load incremental scheme is adopted and Eq.(42) is treated as a linear system by
	   ()																	(47)
where m indicates the step of load increment and the number of final step. It means that the nonlinear terms are approximated by in-plane stresses and bending deflection obtained in previous step.
	Incremental load algorithm: for large deformation of plate bending problem can be summarized as 
Step 1: Let  (where  is constant increment of transverse load and is the final pressure) and nonlinear terms are settled to be zero for each node;
Step 2: Solve linear algebraic systems for plate bending problem with boundary conditions, calculate displacement/rotation  and determine nonlinear terms for in-plane 2D problem  with shape function;
Step 3: Solve linear algebraic systems for 2D elasticity with boundary conditions, calculate displacements  and membrane forces  in the domain;
Step 4: Evaluate all nonlinear terms  with shape functions;
Step 5. Let ;
Step 6. If transverse load , let and go to Step 2;
Step 6. Print results for each step and terminate.
	Incremental displacement control algorithm: for post buckling analysis plate bending problem can be summarized as 
Step 1: Let  (where  is disturbance of plate),  (where  is increment of in-plane compressive load and  is final load along x axis and no other in-plane loads are assumed);
Step 2: Solve linear algebraic systems for plate bending problem with boundary conditions, calculate rotation and deflection  and determine nonlinear terms  for in-plane 2D problem with shape function;
Step 3: Let and solve 2D elasticity in-plane problem and determine nonlinear terms ;
Step 4. Let . If compressive load , let and go to Step 2;
Step 5. Print results for each step and terminate.
If we change  to  in the post buckling computational procedure above, the displacement control strategy can be fulfilled straightaway. By the use of in-plane compressive increment load/displacement control techniques, the nonlinear problems are solved simply without iteration procedure. However, the numerical solutions are dependent of the amount of load increment. The accuracy and convergence comparisons are shown in the following examples. 
5.	Numerical examples
	In the following examples, without specific definition for free parameters, a square plate with width 2a under different working conditions and different media is observed. Node density  and the radius of local integral domain with the area of local integral domain . The number of Gaussian integral point is chosen as  with  (constant). In addition, orthotropic media is considered only in this paper: ,, where is free parameter. Poisson ratios are assumed as  and shear modulus   for simplicity.
5.1 Simply supported square plate under uniform pressure
	Consider a simply supported square plate subjected to a uniformly distributed pressure . It is assumed that the displacements and deflection are zero with free rotation. The boundary conditions along all edges are
	
	.
The ratio  is selected as 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. Firstly, we consider isotropic material with the ratios , . In the case of , the neutral plane is coincide with the middle plane, i.e. . Normalized transverse load is defined as and the incremental pressure . The normalized deflection  for different thickness are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) for two different ratios of  respectively. The results given by both meshless point collocation method (Wen and Hon, 2007) and finite element method (ABAQUS) are presented in the figures for comparison. Obviously the divergence occurs with PCM earlier than that with FBPGM, which means that the FBPGM with Lagrange series interpolation is more stable than PCM. To observe the effect with graded material along the thickness, the parameters  and and the ratios of  and parameter n are free variables. The maximum deflections at the centre of plate are plotted in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).
5.2 Clamped square plate subjected to uniform pressure
	Similar to previous example, a clamped square plate of width 2a is observed subjected to a uniform pressure on the surface and the ratio  is selected as 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. Again, in order to compare with FEM, the material is chosen as isotropic with , . The normalized transverse pressure is defined as and . Normalized deflection  for different thickness are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b), and the results given by PCM (Wen and Hon, 2007) and finite element method (ABAQUS) are plotted in the same figure for comparison. Secondly, if the thickness  and  (orthotropic graded material), the maximum deflections  at the centre of plate are presented in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) versus different ratios of  and parameter n.
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Figure 4. Deflection of simply suported plate versus normalized pressure load .
                     (a)  	                    (b)  
Figure 5. Deflection of simply suported plate versus normalized pressure load .
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Figure 6. Deflection of clamped plate versus normalized pressure load .
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         Figure 7. Deflection of clamped plate versus normalized pressure load .		
                      (a)                           (b) Figure 8. Sensitivity and convergence observations (a) size of integral domain; (b) density of node.
5.3 Clamped quarter of ring with homogeneous material subjected to uniform load  
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Figure 9. Deflection at the interface AB versus different pressures on the surface : (a) geometry; (b) results and comparison.
	
5.4 Post buckling analysis for simply supported square plate
	Consider a square plate of width 2a subjected to uniformly distributed in-plane compressive load  (). The ratio  and material constants are chosen as Pa, Poisson ratio ,  and . Two loading techniques, i.e. compressive load incremental load and displacement controls, are compared in this example. For the post buckling of plate, the deflection dependents on the imperfection factor . With different imperfection factors , in which  and is free parameter, Figure 10(a) shows the variation of the maximum deflection of plate against the normalized in-plane stress  at the centre of plate. In this case, the elastic buckling load of the first mode, the increment of load and increment of displacement  . In Figure 10(a) the results given by load control are plotted in solid line and displacement control in dash line. However, the displacement control is more stable. Furthermore, it is clear that the deflection of plate tends to unstable when the compressive load  approaches the elastic buckling load. Same problem was studied by Wen et al (2006) with boundary element method. The results of FBPGM and BEM are presented in Figure 10(b) when  for comparison and the average relative error is less than 2%, where the increment load scheme is applied for both methods.  

                                             (a)	                                                    (b)
Figure 10. Deformation of plate under axial load/displacement controls: (a) axial load (solid lines) or displacement control (dash lines) with different imperfection parameters ; (b) comparison with BEM (Wen et al , 2006) when . 

6.	Conclusions
Geometry nonlinear and post buckling analysis with Reissner plate theory were presented by use of finite block Petrove-Galerkin method in this paper. Load increment algorithm was adopted to solve nonlinear equations for large deformation of Reissner plate. Post buckling analysis was fulfilled by both load increment and displacement control algorithms. The key importance by FBPGM is to apply Lagrange series to  interpolate the first partial derivatives with mapping technique. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study: (1) Finite block Petrov Galerkin method is efficient for solving nonlinear problems of plate including large deformation and post buckling analysis; (2) The proposed method is alternative to existing computational methods. Contrary to the conventional boundary integral equation method, there are no fundamental solutions required; (3) FBPGM is a flexible, simple and suitable method for certain complicated nonlinear partial differential equations such as functionally graded materials and Winkler elastic foundation etc; (4) It belongs to meshless method in which there are no free parameters in shape functions.
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Figure 1. Mapping and node distribution: (a) square domain; (b) the quadratic block with 8 seeds.      mapping seeds;       node.
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